We study first order methods to compute the barycenter of a probability distribution over the Bures-Wasserstein manifold. We derive global rates of convergence for both gradient descent and stochastic gradient descent despite the fact that the barycenter functional is not geodesically convex. Our analysis overcomes this technical hurdle by developing a Polyak-Lojasiewicz (PL) inequality, which is built using tools from optimal transport and metric geometry.
INTRODUCTION
We consider the following statistical problem. We observe n independent copies µ 1 , . . . , µ n of a probability measure µ over R D . Assume furthermore that µ ∼ P , where P is an unknown distribution over probability measures. We wish to output a single probability measure on R D ,μ n , which represents the average measure under P in a suitable sense. For example, the measures µ 1 , . . . , µ n may arise as representations of images, in which case the average of the measures with respect to the natural linear structure on the space of signed measures is unsuitable for many applications [CD14] . Instead, we study the Wasserstein barycenter [AC11] , also known as a Fréchet mean, which has been proposed in the literature as a more desirable notion of average because it incorporates the geometry of the underlying space.
To formally set up the situation, let P 2 (R D ) be the set of all (Borel) probability measures on R D with finite second moment, and let P 2,ac (R D ) be the subset of those measures in P 2 (R D ) that are absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure on R D and thus admit a density. When endowed with the 2-Wasserstein metric, W 2 , this set forms a geodesic metric space (P 2,ac (R D ), W 2 ). Throughout this paper, we assume that P is a distribution over measures that is supported on a subset of P 2,ac (R D ) that consists only of certain multivariate Gaussian measures. We denote by P n the empirical distribution of the sample µ 1 , . . . , µ n .
A barycenter of P , denoted b , is defined to be a minimizer of the functional F (b) := 1 2 P W 2 2 (b, ·) = 1 2 W 2 2 (b, ·) dP.
A natural estimator of b is the empirical barycenterb n , defined as a minimizer of
Statistical consistency of the empirical barycenter in a general context was first established in [LGL17] and further work has focused on providing effective rates of convergence for the quantity 1 arXiv:2001.01700v1 [math.ST] 6 Jan 2020 W 2 2 (b n , b ). A first step towards this goal was made in [ALP18] by deriving nonparametric rates of the form W 2 2 (b n , b ) n −1/D when D 3. Moreover, in the same paper [ALP18] , the authors establish parametric rates of the form W 2 2 (b n , b ) n −1 when P is supported on a space of finite doubling dimension. An important example with this property arises when P is supported on mean-zero non-degenerate Gaussian measures. In this case, the Gaussians can be identified with their covariance matrices, and the Wasserstein metric induces a distance metric on the space of positive definite matrices. This distance metric, known as the Bures metric (or the Bures-Wasserstein metric when measured between probability measures), is equivalent to a Riemannian metric on the manifold of positive definite matrices, and the resulting Riemannian structure is known as the Bures manifold [Mod17, BJL19] . The name of the Bures manifold originates from quantum physics and quantum information theory, where it is used to model the space of density matrices [Bur69] . In fact, in the Bures case, more precise statistical results, including central limit theorems, are known [AC17, KSS19] . It is worth noting that parametric rates are also achievable in the infinitedimensional case under additional conditions. First, it is not surprising that such rates are achievable over (P 2 (R), W 2 ) since this space can be isometrically embedded in a Hilbert space [BGKL18, PZ16] . Moreover, it was shown that, under additional regularity conditions, such rates are achievable for much more general infinite-dimensional spaces [LPRS19] , including (P 2,ac (R D ), W 2 ) for any D 2.
While these results for the empirical barycenter are satisfying from a statistical perspective, they are not readily implementable because the empirical barycenter usually cannot be easily computed. In practice, Wasserstein barycenters are estimated using iterative, first-order algorithms [CD14, AEdBCAM16, CCS18, BFRT18, ZP19]. This first-order approach is supported by the influential work of Otto [Ott01] who established that the geometry of Wasserstein space bears resemblance to a Riemannian manifold. In particular, one can define the gradient of the functional F , so it does indeed make sense to consider a gradient descent-based approach towards estimating b . In the population setting (where the distribution P is known), such an algorithm was proposed iń Alvarez-Esteban et al. [AEdBCAM16] , where it was introduced as a fixed-point algorithm.Álvarez-Esteban et al. prove that the fixed-point algorithm converges to the true barycenter as the number of iterations goes to infinity. The consistency results were further generalized in [BFRT18, ZP19] and extended to the non-population and stochastic gradient case. However, the literature currently does not provide any rates of convergence for these first-order methods. In fact,Álvarez-Esteban et al. empirically observed a linear rate of convergence for the gradient descent algorithm in the Gaussian setting and left open the theoretical study of this phenomenon for future study. One contribution of this paper is to establish this rate of convergence (Theorem 1), and we also provide multiple extensions including the first rate of convergence for stochastic gradient descent in this context.
Notation.
We denote the set of positive definite matrices by S D ++ , and the set of positive semidefinite matrices by S D + . We denote by λ 1 (Σ), . . . , λ D (Σ) 0 the eigenvalues of a matrix Σ ∈ S D + . The Gaussian measure on R D with mean m ∈ R D and covariance matrix Σ ∈ S D + is denoted γ m,Σ . We reserve the notation log for the inverse of the Riemannian exponential map (which we review in 3.1) and use instead ln(·) to denote the natural logarithm. The (convex analysis) indicator function ι C of a set C is defined by ι C (x) = 0 if x ∈ C and ι C (x) = +∞ otherwise. We denote by id the identity map of R D .
MAIN RESULTS
In this paper, we develop a general machinery to study first-order methods for optimizing the barycenter functional on Wasserstein space. Establishing fast convergence of first-order methods is usually intimately related to convexity. Since our setting is on the curved Wasserstein space, we talk about geodesic convexity rather than the usual notion convexity employed in flat, Euclidean spaces. Geodesic convexity has been used to study statistical efficiency in manifold constrained estimation [AMR05, Wie12] and, more recently, in optimization [Bon13, Bac14, ZS16] .
Barring a direct approach to establishing quantitative convergence guarantees, the barycenter functional is actually not geodesically convex on Wasserstein space. In fact, the barycenter functional may even be concave along geodesics; see Figure 1 . As such, it does not lend itself to the general techniques of geodesically convex optimization. This non-convexity is a manifestation of the nonnegative curvature of (P 2 (R D ), W 2 ) [AGS08, Section 7.3].
Fortunately, the optimization literature describes conditions for global convergence of first order algorithms even for non-convex objectives. In this work, we employ a Polyak-Lojasiewicz (PL) inequality of the form (3.5), which is known to yield linear convergence for a variety of gradient methods on flat spaces even in absence of convexity [KNS16] . In this paper, we study the barycenter functional
for some generic distribution Q with barycenterb. This notation allows us to treat simultaneously the cases where Q = P and Q = P n , which are the situations of interest for statisticians. The case when Q is an arbitrary discrete distribution supported on Gaussian measures has also been studied in the geodesic optimization literature [AC11,AEdBCAM16,BJL19,WS19,ZP19]. Our main theorems, for gradient descent and stochastic gradient descent respectively, are stated below.
Theorem 1. Fix ζ ∈ (0, 1] and let Q be a distribution supported on mean-zero Gaussian measures whose covariance matrices Σ satisfy Σ op 1 and det Σ ζ. Then, Q has a unique barycenterb, and Gradient Descent (Algorithm 1) initialized at b 0 ∈ supp(Q) yields a sequence (b T ) T 1 such that
The above theorem establishes a linear rate of convergence for gradient descent and answers a question left open in [AEdBCAM16] . Moreover, when Q = P n , combined with the existing results of [ALP18, KSS19] , it yields a procedure to estimate Wasserstein barycenters at the parametric rate after a number of iterations that is logarithmic in the sample size n.
Still in the Gaussian case, we also show that a stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm converges to the true barycenter at a parametric rate.
Theorem 2. Fix ζ ∈ (0, 1] and let Q be a distribution supported on mean-zero Gaussian measures whose covariance matrices Σ satisfy Σ op 1 and det Σ ζ. Then, Q has a unique barycenter b, and Stochastic Gradient Descent (Algorithm 2) run on a sample of size n + 1 from Q returns a Gaussian measure b n such that
When applied to Q = P , Theorem 2 shows that SGD yields an estimator b n different from the empirical barycenterb n that also converges at the parametric rate to b . When applied to Q = P n , this leads an alternative to gradient descent to estimate the empirical barycenterb n that exhibits a slower convergence but that has much cheaper iterations and better lends itself to parallelization.
As far as we are aware, these results provide the first non-asymptotic rates of convergence for first-order methods on the Bures-Wasserstein manifold.
Remark 3. A natural sufficient condition of det Σ ζ to be satisfied, is when all the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix Σ are lower bounded by a constant λ min > 0. In this case, the parameter ζ λ D min can be exponentially small in the dimension. Note however that, in this case, the Gaussian measure is quite degenerate in the sense that the density of γ 0,Σ is exponentially large at 0.
In Figure 2 , we present the results an experiment confirming these two results; see Appendix A for more details and further numerical results.
GRADIENT DESCENT ON WASSERSTEIN SPACE
In this section, we first review some background on optimal transport and describe first-order algorithms on Wasserstein space. Then, we derive rates of convergence assuming a Polyak-Lojasiewicz (PL) inequality. Theorems 4 and 5 below are proved using modifications of the usual proofs in the optimization literature. Their proofs make critical use of the non-negative curvature of the Wasserstein space and are deferred to Appendix B.
Notation and background on optimal transport
We recall here the background and notation on optimal transport that is relevant to the present paper and refer the reader to [Vil03, AGS08, Vil09, San15] for more details.
Wasserstein distance. Given a Polish space (E, d), we denote by P 2 (E) the collection of all (Borel) probability measures µ on E such that E X∼µ [d(X, y) 2 ] < ∞ for some y ∈ E. For two measures µ, ν ∈ P 2 (E), let Π µ,ν be set of couplings between µ and ν, that is, the collection of probability measures π on E × E such that if (X, Y ) ∼ π, then X ∼ µ and Y ∼ ν. The 2-Wasserstein distance between µ and ν is then defined as
We are primarily interested in the case when E = R D equipped with the standard Euclidean metric. Thus, P 2 (R D ) denotes the space of probability measures on R D with finite second moment, and P 2 (P 2 (R D )) denotes the space of measures P on P 2 (R D ) such that E ν∼P W 2 2 (µ 0 , ν) < ∞ for some, and therefore any, µ 0 ∈ P 2 (R D ). If µ ∈ P 2 (R D ) is absolutely continuous w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure, we write µ ∈ P 2,ac (R D ), and we similarly define the space P 2 (P 2,ac (R D )). Transport map. Given a measure µ and a map T : R D → R D , the pushforward T # µ is the law of T (X) when X ∼ µ. For such µ, ν ∈ P 2,ac (R D ), Brenier's theorem tells us that there exists a unique optimal coupling π ∈ Π µ,ν that achieves the minimum in (3.1) and furthermore that it is induced by a mapping T µ→ν , in the sense that if X ∼ µ then (X, T µ→ν (X)) ∼ π , and that T µ→ν . Moreover, T µ→ν is the (µ-a.e. unique) gradient of a convex function ϕ µ→ν such that
Kantorovich potential. The ϕ µ→ν : R D → R specified in this way is called the Kantorovich potential for the optimal transport from µ to ν. For α, β > 0, if ϕ µ→ν is α-strongly convex and β-smooth, in the sense that for all x, y ∈ R D ,
then we say that the potential ϕ µ→ν is (α, β)-regular.
Geodesics. The space P 2,ac (R D ) space is a geodesic space, where the geodesics are given by McCann's displacement interpolation. Consider the measure µ s := ((1 − s) id +sT µ 0 →µ 1 ) # µ 0 , then (µ s ) s∈[0,1] is a constant-speed geodesic in Wasserstein space connecting µ 0 to µ 1 . For any ν ∈ P 2,ac (R D ), define the generalized geodesic with base ν and connecting
.
For
Convexity. We are now in a position to define two notions of convexity in Wasserstein space. Consider any functional F : P 2,ac (R D ) → (−∞, ∞] on Wasserstein space. We say that F is geodesically convex if for all µ 0 , µ 1 ∈ P 2,ac (R D ), the constant-speed geodesic (µ s ) s∈[0,1] from µ 0 to µ 1 satisfies F(µ s ) (1 − s)F(µ 0 ) + sF(µ 1 ) for all s ∈ [0, 1]. We say that F is convex along generalized geodesics if for all choices ν, µ 0 , µ 1 ∈ P 2,ac (R D ), it holds that
Observe that the notion of generalized geodesic reduces to that of a geodesic when ν = µ 0 , so that convexity along generalized geodesic is a stronger notion than convexity along geodesics. We say that a set C ⊂ P 2,ac (R D ) is convex along geodesics (resp. generalized geodesics) if its indicator function ι C is convex along geodesics (resp. generalized geodesics). Note that a set C is convex along generalized geodesics with base b if and only if the set log b (C) is convex in the usual sense.
Curvature. Lastly, we often use the fact that P 2,ac (R D ) is non-negatively curved in the sense of Alexandrov. More specifically, we use the fact that for µ 0 , µ 1 , ν ∈ P 2,ac (R D ), if (µ s ) s∈[0,1] denotes the constant-speed geodesic connecting µ 0 to µ 1 , then for all s ∈ [0, 1],
Moreover, for any µ, ν, b ∈ P 2,ac (R D ) it holds that
We note that the use of terminology from Riemannian geometry can be justified when the measures are regular as in this paper, see [AGS08] . For our purposes these analogies are merely employed for better readability and intuition.
Gradient descent algorithms over Wasserstein space
3.2.1 Gradient descent. Let Q be a probability distribution over (P 2,ac (R d ), W 2 ). In the sequel, we focus on the cases where Q = P , Q = P n , or Q is a weighted atomic distribution, but our results apply generically to any Q that satisfy the conditions stated in the theorems below.
Using the techniques of [AGS08] , the gradient of a barycenter functional G defined in (2.1) may be easily computed [ZP19] . It is given by the map from R d to R d :
Denote byb any minimizer of G.
The primary assumption we work with is common in the optimization literature. We say that G satisfies a Polyak-Lojasiewicz (PL) inequality at b if
(3.5) It follows from (3.12) below that C PL 1 for any such Q.
The gradient descent (GD) iterates on G are defined as
Note that this method employs a unit step size. This is in agreement with the observation made in [ZP19] that it leads to the maximum decrement in G.
The following theorem shows that a PL inequality yields a linear rate of convergence.
Theorem 4 (Rate of convergence for gradient descent). If G satisfies the PL inequality (3.5) at all the iterates (b t ) t<T , then
3.2.2 Stochastic gradient descent. PL inequalities are also useful in the stochastic setting where we observe n independent copies µ 1 , . . . , µ n of µ ∼ Q. In this case, we consider the natural stochastic gradient descent (SGD) iterates defined by
where η t ∈ (0, 1) denotes the step size. At each iteration, SGD moves the iterate along the geodesic between b t and µ t+1 by a distance η t . Under the assumption of a PL inequality, we show that SGD achieves a parametric rate of convergence.
In the following result, we recall that the variance of Q is defined as
Theorem 5 (Rates of convergence for SGD). Assume that there exists a constant C PL > 0 such that the following holds: G satisfies the PL inequality (3.5) at all the iterates (b t ) 0 t n of SGD run with step size
where we take k = 2/C 2 PL − 1 0. Then,
The parameter k in (3.8) ensures that the step size is well-defined and less than 1.
Properties of the barycenter functional
Unlike results in generic optimization, this paper focuses on a specific function to optimize: the barycenter functional. In fact, this is a vast family of functionals, each indexed by the distribution Q in (2.1). However, some structure is shared across this family. In the rest of this section, we extract properties that are relevant to our optimization questions: a variance inequality, smoothness, as well as an interated PL inequality. These properties are valid for general distributions Q over P 2 (R D ) and are specialized to the Bures manifold in the next section.
Variance inequality.
Variance inequalities indicate quadratic growth of the barycenter functional around its minimum. More specifically, we say that Q satisfies a variance inequality
In particular, (3.9) implies uniqueness ofb. The importance of variance inequalities for obtaining statistical rates of convergence for the empirical barycenter was emphasized in [ALP18] . In [LPRS19] , it is shown that an assumption on the regularity of the transport maps from the barycenterb implies a variance inequality. Specifically, suppose that all of the Kantorovich potentials ϕb →µ for µ ∈ supp Q are (α, β)-regular in the sense of (3.2). Then, a variance inequality holds with C var = 1 − (β − α).
It turns out that a variance inequality holds without needing to assume smoothness of ϕb →µ : assuming that the potential ϕb →µ is (α(µ), ∞)-regular for each µ ∈ supp Q yields a variance inequality with C var = α(µ) dQ(µ). The improvement here is critical for achieving global results on the Bures manifold. To formally state this result, we need the notion of an optimal dual solution for the barycenter problem. A discussion of this concept, along with a proof of the following theorem, is given in Appendix B.2. We verify that the hypotheses of the theorem hold in the case when Q is supported on non-degenerate Gaussian measures in Appendix B.5.
Theorem 6 (Variance inequality). Fix Q ∈ P 2 (P 2,ac (R D )) be a distribution with barycenter b ∈ P 2,ac (R D ). Assume that there exists an optimal dual solution ϕ for the barycenter problem w.r.t. b such that, for Q-a.e. µ ∈ P 2,ac (R D ), the mapping ϕ µ is α(µ)-strongly convex for some measurable function α : P 2 (R D ) → R + . Then, Q satisfies a variance inequality (3.9) with constant
(3.10)
A consequence of β-smoothness is the following inequality, which measures how much progress gradient descent makes in a single step [Bub15] .
In fact, only the latter inequality (3.11) is needed for the analysis of gradient descent methods. It was noted, first in [AEdBCAM16, Proposition 3.3] and then in [ZP19, Lemma 2], that an analogue of (3.11) holds in Wasserstein space for the barycenter functional. Below, we provide a different, more geometric proof of this fact that emphasizes the collective role of smoothness and curvature.
On the way, we also establish a smoothness inequality (3.12) that is used in the proof of Theorem 4 and also ensures that C PL 1 for any distribution Q supported on P 2,ac (R D ).
Theorem 7. For any b 0 , b 1 ∈ P 2,ac (R D ) the barycenter functional satisfies the smoothness inequality
Moreover, for any b ∈ P 2,ac (R D ) and b + :
Proof. Let (b s ) s∈[0,1] be the constant-speed geodesic between arbitrary b 0 , b 1 ∈ P 2,ac (R D ). From the non-negative curvature inequality (3.3), it holds that for any s ∈ (0, 1],
By dominated convergence, the left-hand side converges to
where in the first identity, we used the characterization of [AGS08, Proposition 7.3.6]. Rearranging terms yields (3.12). Noticing that W 2 2 (b, b + ) = −∇G(b) 2 b , Theorem 7 is now an immediate consequence of (3.12) applied to b 0 = b and b 1 = b + .
An integrated PL inequality.
The main technical hurdle of this work is to provide sufficient conditions under which the PL inequality holds. The following lemma, proved in Appendix B.3, is our main device to establish PL inequalities.
Lemma 8. Let Q satisfy a variance inequality with constant C var and let b ∈ P 2,ac (R D ) be such that the barycenterb of Q is absolutely continuous w.r.t. b. Assume further the following measurability conditions: there exists a measurable mapping ϕ :
Kantorovich potential for the optimal transport from b to µ. Then,
This lemma can yield a PL inequality in quite general situations, but the crucial issue is whether these conditions hold uniformly for each iterate in the optimization trajectory. In the next section, we show how to turn an integrated PL inequality into a bona fide PL inequality when Q is supported on certain Gaussian measures.
GRADIENT DESCENT ON THE BURES-WASSERSTEIN MANIFOLD
Upon identifying a centered non-degenerate Gaussian measure with its covariance matrix, the Wasserstein geometry induces a Riemannian structure on the space of positive definite matrices, known as the Bures geometry. Accordingly, we now refer to the barycenter of Q as the Bures-Wasserstein barycenter.
Bures-Wasserstein gradient descent algorithms
We now specialize both GD and SGD when Q is supported on mean-zero Gaussian measures. In this case, the updates of both algorithms take a remarkably simple form. To see this, for m ∈ R D , Σ ∈ S D + , let γ m,Σ denote the Gaussian measure on R D with mean m and covariance matrix Σ. The set of non-degenerate Gaussians constitutes a well-behaved subset of Wasserstein space, called the Bures-Wasserstein manifold [Bur69, BJL19] . In particular, the optimal coupling between γ m 0 ,Σ 0 and γ m 1 ,Σ 1 has the explicit form
(4.1)
Observe that T γ µ 0 ,Σ 0 →γ µ 1 ,Σ 1 is affine, and thus T γ µ 0 ,Σ 0 →γ dQ(γ) is affine.
This means that all of the GD (or SGD) iterates are Gaussian measures, so it suffices to keep track of the mean and covariance matrix of the current iterate. For both GD and SGD, the update equation for the descent step decomposes into two decoupled equations: an update equation for the mean, and an update equation for the covariance matrix. Moreover, the update equation for the mean is trivial, corresponding to a simple GD or SGD procedure on the objective function m → m − m(µ) 2 dQ(µ). Therefore, for simplicity and without loss of generality, we consider only mean-zero Gaussians throughout this paper and we simply have to write down the update equations for the covariance matrix Σ t of the iterate. They are summarized in Algorithms 1 and 2 below.
Algorithm 1 Bures-Wasserstein GD 1: procedure Bures-GD(Σ0, Q, T ) 2:
for t = 1, . . . , T do 3:
Σt ← StΣt−1St 5: end for 6: return ΣT 7: end procedure Algorithm 2 Bures-Wasserstein SGD 1: procedure Bures-SGD(Σ0, (ηt) T t=1 , (Kt) T t=1 ) 2:
for t = 1, . . . , T do
end for 6: return ΣT 7: end procedure
In the rest of this section, we prove the guarantees for GD and SGD on the Bures-Wasserstein manifold given in Theorems 1 and 2.
Proof of the main results
For simplicity, we make the following reductions: we assume that the Gaussians are centered (see previous subsection) and that the eigenvalues of the covariance matrices of the Gaussians are uniformly bounded above by 1. The latter assumption is justified by the observation that if there is a uniform upper bound on the eigenvalues of the covariance matrices, then we can apply a simple rescaling argument (Lemma 14 in the Appendix).
While the centering and scaling assumptions stated above can be made without loss of generality, our results require the following regularity condition. Note that it is equivalent to a uniform upper bound on the densities of the Gaussians.
Definition 9 (ζ-regular). Fix ζ ∈ (0, 1]. A distribution Q ∈ P 2 (R D ) is said to be ζ-regular if its support is contained in
Hereafter, we always assume that Q is ζ-regular for some ζ > 0. Under this condition, it can be shown that the barycenter of Q exists and is unique (Proposition 15 in the Appendix).
We begin with a brief outline of the proof.
(i) If we initialize gradient descent (or stochastic gradient descent) at one of the elements of the support of Q, then all of the iterates, all of the elements of supp Q, the barycenterb, and all of elements of geodesics between these measures are non-denegerate Gaussians γ 0,Σ ∈ S ζ . (ii) Using Lemma 8, we establish a PL inequality holds with a uniform constant over S ζ . (iii) The guarantees for GD and SGD on the Bures manifold follow immediately from the PL inequality and our general convergence results (Theorems 4, 5).
In the sequel, we use geodesic convexity as a key tool to control the iterates of the gradient descent algorithm. We note that this discussion is not about proving some sort of geodesic convexity for our objective, which cannot hold in general. Our main interest in geodesic convexity comes from the following fact: if all of the elements of the support of Q lie in a geodesically convex set S ζ , and we initialize the algorithm at an element of S ζ , then all of the iterates of stochastic gradient descent are simply moving along geodesics within this set, and so remain in S ζ . The same is true for the iterates of gradient descent, provided that we replace geodesic convexity with convexity along generalized geodesics. Refer to Section 3.1 for definitions of these terms. We begin with the following fact.
Lemma 10. For a measure µ ∈ P 2 (R D ), let M (µ) := x ⊗ x dµ(x). Then, the functional µ → M (µ) op = λ max (M (µ)) is convex along generalized geodesics on P 2 (R D ).
Proof. Let S D−1 denote the unit sphere of R D and observe that for any e ∈ S D−1 the function x → x, e 2 is convex on R D . By known results for geodesic convexity in Wasserstein space (see [AGS08, Proposition 9.3.2]), the functional µ → ·, e 2 dµ = e, M (µ)e is convex along generalized geodesics in P 2 (R D ); hence, so is the functional µ → max e∈S D−1 e, M (µ)e = M (µ) op .
The next lemma establishes convexity along generalized geodesics of µ → − ln det Σ(µ). It follows from specializing Lemma 18 in the Appendix to the Bures-Wasserstein manifold.
is convex along generalized geodesics on the space of non-degenerate Gaussian measures.
It follows readily from Lemmas 10 and 11 that the set S ζ is convex along generalized geodesics. Moreover since SGD moves along geodesics and is initialized at b 0 ∈ supp Q ⊂ S ζ , then all the iterates of SGD stay in S ζ . To show that the same holds for GD, observe that the set log bt (S ζ ) is convex. Therefore, −∇G(b t ) = (T bt→µ − id) dQ(µ) ∈ log bt (S ζ ) as a convex combination of elements in this set. This is equivalent to b t+1 = exp bt (−∇G(b t )) ∈ S ζ . These observations yield the following corollary.
Corollary 12. The set S ζ is convex along generalized geodesics and when initialized in supp Q, the iterates of both GD and SGD remain in S ζ .
This completes the first step (i) of the proof. Moving on to step (ii), we get from Theorem 19 that G satisfies a PL inequality with constant C PL = ζ 2 /4 at all b ∈ S ζ and in particular at all the iterates of both GD and SGD.
Combined with the general bound in Theorems 4 and the variance inequality in Theorem 17, this completes the proof of Theorems 1 for GD. To prove Theorem 2, take k = 1/C PL = 4/ζ 2 so that Theorem 5 yields
Combining this bound with the variance inequality in Theorem 17 completes the proof of Theorem 2.
OPEN QUESTIONS
A question for future work is establishing more general conditions under which the PL inequality holds. In particular, one could examine general conditions where Lemma 8 implies a PL inequality. Another path involves studying the effectiveness of the averaging strategy used in Section A, which empirically performs much better when the covariance matrices are poorly conditioned (see Figure 4 ). Previous results for averaging of stochastic gradient descent on manifolds have strong geodesic convexity and smoothness assumptions [TFBJ18] . PR was supported by NSF awards IIS-1838071, DMS-1712596, DMS-TRIPODS-1740751, and ONR grant N00014-17-1-2147. Sinho Chewi and Austin J. Stromme were supported by the Department of Defense (DoD) through the National Defense Science & Engineering Graduate Fellowship (NDSEG) Program.
APPENDIX A: EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we demonstrate the linear convergence of GD, the fast rate of estimation for SGD, and some potential advantages of averaging stochastic gradient by way of numerical experiments. In evaluating SGD, we also include a variant that involves sampling with replacement from the empirical distribution.
A.1 Simulations for the Bures manifold
First, we begin by illustrating how SGD indeed achieves the fast rate of convergence to the true barycenter on the Bures manifold, as indicated by Theorem 2.
To generate distributions with a known barycenter, we use the following fact. If the mean of the distribution (log b ) # P is 0, then b is a barycenter of P . This fact follows from our PL inequality (Theorem 19) or also from general arguments in [ZP19, Theorem 2]. We also use the fact that the tangent space of the Bures manifold is given by the set of all symmetric matrices [BJL19] . Figure 2 shows convergence of SGD for distributions on the Bures manifold. To generate a sample, we let A i be a matrix with i.i.d. γ 0,σ 2 entries. Our random sample on the Bures manifold is then given by
which has population barycenter b = γ 0,I D . An explicit form of this exponential map is derived in [MMP18] . We run two versions of SGD. The first variant uses each sample only once, and passes over the data once. The second variant samples from Σ 1 , . . . , Σ n with replacement at each iteration and takes the stochastic gradient step towards the selected matrix. For the resulting sequences, we also show the results of averaging the iterates. Specifically, if (b t ) t∈N is the sequence generated by SGD, then the averaged sequence is given byb
On Riemannian manifolds, averaged SGD is known to attain optimal statistical rates under smoothness and geodesic convexity assumptions [TFBJ18] . (20, 1, 1) . The result displays the average over 100 randomly generated datasets.
Here, we generate 100 datasets of size n = 1000 in the way specified above and set σ 2 = 0.25. In this experiment, the SGD step size is chosen to be η t = 2/[0.7 · (t + 2/0.7 + 1)]. The results from these 100 datasets are then averaged for each algorithm, and we also display 95% confidence bands for the resulting sequences. As is clear from the log-log plot in Figure 3 , SGD achieves the fast O(n −1 ) statistical rate on this dataset.
The right of Figure 2 shows convergence of GD to the empirical barycenter and true barycenter. We generate samples in the same way as before. This linear convergence was observed previously by [AEdBCAM16] .
In Figure 4 and the entries of A i are drawn i.i.d. from γ 0,1 . In this situation, the condition numbers of the matrices generated according to this distribution are typically much larger than those centered around γ 0,I 3 . To account for a potentially smaller PL constant, we chose η t = 2/[0.1 · (t + 2/0.1 + 1)]. It is again clear from the right pane in Figure 4 that SGD achieves the fast O(n −1 ) statistical rate on this dataset. To account for the slow convergence initially, we only fit this line to the last 500 iterations. We also note that averaging yields drastically better performance in this case, which we are currently unable to theoretically justify. Figure 5 shows convergence of SGD with replacement to the empirical barycenter. We generate n = 500 samples in the same way as in Figure 2 , where the true barycenter is I 3 and σ 2 = 0.25. We calculate the error obtained by the empirical barycenter by running GD on this dataset until convergence, which is displayed with the green line. We also calculate the error obtained by a single pass of SGD, which is given by the blue line. SGD with replacement is then run for 5000 iterations, and we observe that it does indeed achieve better error than single pass SGD if run for long enough. SGD with replacement converges to the empirical barycenter, albeit at a slow rate.
A.2 Details of the non-convexity example
We consider the example of the Wasserstein metric restricted to centered Gaussian measures, which induces the Bures metric on positive definite matrices. Even restricted to such Gaussian measures, the Wasserstein barycenter objective is geodesically non-convex, despite the fact that it is Euclidean convex [WS19] . Figure 1 gives a simulated example of this fact. This figure plots the Bures distance squared between a positive definite matrix C and points along some geodesic γ, which runs between two matrices A and B. The matrices used in this example are and γ(t), t ∈ [0, 1], is taken to be the Bures or Euclidean geodesic from A to B (the Euclidean geodesic is given by t → (1 − t)A + tB). This function is clearly non-convex, and therefore we cannot assume that there is some underlying strong convexity (although the Bures distance is in fact strongly geodesically convex for sufficiently small balls [HGA15] ).
APPENDIX B: OMITTED PROOFS

B.1 Convergence bounds for GD and SGD under a PL inequality
This subsection gives proofs of the general convergence theorems for GD and SGD in the present paper. Both of these proofs use the non-negative curvature inequality (3.4). We note that the proof of Theorem 4 uses the non-negative curvature implicitly by invoking smoothness, while the use of non-negative curvature is explicit within the proof of Theorem 5.
B.1.1 Proof of Theorem 4 for GD. Using the smoothness (3.13) and the PL inequality (3.5), it holds that
, which gives the result.
B.1.2 Proof of Theorem 5 for SGD. Recall the SGD iterations on n + 1 observations:
where the step size is given by
for some k such that C 2 PL (k + 1) 2 2k + 1. We note that the step size η t is chosen to solve the equation
Using the non-negative curvature (3.4), we get
Taking the expectation with respect to (µ, µ t+1 ) ∼ Q ⊗2 (conditioning appropriately on the increasing sequence of σ-fields), we have
Using the PL inequality (3.5),
Subtracting G(b) and rearranging,
where we recall that var(Q) = 2G(b). With the chosen step size, we find
Or equivalently,
Unrolling over t = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1 yields
or, equivalently,
(B.1)
To conclude the proof, recall that from (3.12), we have
Taking the expectation over b 0 ∼ Q we find
as claimed. Together with (B.1), it yields
Plugging-in the value of k completes the proof.
B.2 Variance inequality: Theorem 6
We begin this section with a review of Kantorovich duality, which we use to discuss the dual of the barycenter problem. Then, we present the proof of Theorem 6.
Given two measures µ, ν ∈ P 2 (R D ) and maps f ∈ L 1 (µ), g ∈ L 1 (ν) such that f (x) + g(y)
x, y for µ-a.e. x ∈ R D and ν-a.e. y ∈ R D , it is easy to see that
Kantorovich duality (see e.g. [Vil03] ) says that equality holds for some pair f = ϕ, g = ϕ * where ϕ is a proper LSC convex function and ϕ * denotes its convex conjugate, i.e.,
The map ϕ is called a Kantorovich potential for (µ, ν). Accordingly, givenb ∈ P 2 (R D ), we call a measurable mapping ϕ : P 2,ac (R D ) → L 1 (b), µ → ϕ µ , an optimal dual solution for the barycenter problem if the following two conditions are met: (1) for Q-a.e. µ, the mapping ϕ µ is a Kantorovich potential for (b, µ); (2) it holds that
It is easily seen that these conditions imply thatb is the barycenter of Q:
The existence of an optimal dual solution for the barycenter problem is known in the finitely supported case [AC11] , and existence can be shown for the general case under mild conditions [LG20] . For completeness, we give a self-contained proof of the existence of an optimal dual solution in the case where Q is supported on Gaussian measures in Appendix B.5.
Proof of Theorem 6. By the strong convexity assumption, it holds for Q-a.e. µ ∈ P 2,ac (R D ) and a.e. x ∈ R D ,
which can be rearranged into
Integrating this w.r.t. the optimal transport plan γ µ between µ and b ∈ P 2 (R d ), yields
Observe also that (3.4) implies T µ→b − T µ→b
. Integrating these inequalities with respect to Q yields
where in the last two identities, we used (B.2). It implies the variance inequality.
B.3 Integrated PL inequality
The following lemma appears in [LV09, Lemma A.1] in the case of Lipschitz functions. A minor modification of their proof allows to handle locally Lipschitz rather than only Lipschitz functions. We include the modified proof for completeness. 
Proof. According to [Vil09, Corollary 7.22], there exists a probability measure Π on the space of constant-speed geodesics in R D such that γ ∼ Π and b s is the law of γ(s). In particular, it yields
We can cover the geodesic (γ(s)) s∈[0,1] by finitely many open neighborhoods contained in Ω so that f is Lipschitz on each such neighborhood; thus, the mapping t → f (γ(s)) is Lipschitz and we may apply the fundamental theorem of calculus, the Fubini-Tonelli theorem, and Cauchy-Schwarz:
It yields the result.
Proof of Lemma 8. By Kantorovich duality [Vil03] ,
This yields the inequality
Letφ := ϕ b→µ dQ(µ); this is a proper LSC convex function R D → R ∪ {∞}. We apply Lemma 13 with Ω = int domφ. Sinceφ is locally Lipschitz on the interior of its domain andb b, then b(Ω) =b(Ω) = 1, whence
Square and rearrange to yield
Recognizing that ∇G(b) = id −∇ϕ yields the result.
B.4 Rescaling lemma
Lemma 14. For any α > 0 and µ ∈ P 2 (R D ), let µ α be the law of αX, where X ∼ µ. Let µ ∼ Q be a random measure drawn from Q, and let Q α be the law of µ α . Then,b is a barycenter of Q if and only ifb α is a barycenter of Q α .
Proof. It is an easy calculation to see that for any µ, ν ∈ P 2 (R D ),
By the previous reasoning, G α (b α ) = α 2 G(b). In particular, the mappingb →b α is a one-to-one correspondence between the minimizers of these two functionals.
B.5 Properties of the Bures-Wasserstein barycenter
Existence and uniqueness of the barycenter in the case where Q is finitely supported follows from the seminal work of Agueh and Carlier [AC11] . We extend this result to the case where Q is not finitely supported.
Proposition 15 (Gaussian barycenter). Fix 0 < λ min λ max < ∞. Let Q ∈ P 2 (P 2,ac (R D )) be such that for all µ ∈ supp Q, µ = γ m(µ),Σ(µ) is a Gaussian with λ min I D Σ(µ) λ max I D . Let γm ,Σ be the Gaussian measure with meanm := m(µ) dQ(µ) and covariance matrixΣ which is a fixed point of the mapping S → G(S) := (S 1/2 Σ(µ)S 1/2 ) 1/2 dQ(µ). Then, γm ,Σ is the unique barycenter of Q.
Proof. To show that there exists a fixed point for the mapping G, apply Brouwer's fixed-point theorem as in [AC11, Theorem 6.1]. To see that γm ,Σ is indeed a barycenter, observe the mapping ϕ : (µ, x) → ϕ µ (x) := x, m(µ) + 1 2
x −m,Σ −1/2 [Σ 1/2 Σ(µ)Σ 1/2 ] 1/2Σ −1/2 (x −m) satisfies the characterization (B.2) (so that ϕ is an optimal dual solution for the barycenter problem w.r.t. γm ,Σ ) using the explicit form of the transport map (4.1), so γm ,Σ is a barycenter of Q. Uniqueness follows from the variance inequality (Theorem 6) once we establish regularity of the optimal transport maps in Lemma 16.
Lemma 16. Suppose there exist constants 0 < λ min λ max < ∞ such that all of the eigenvalues of Σ, Σ ∈ S D ++ are bounded between λ min and λ max and define κ = λ max /λ min . Then, the transport map from γ 0,Σ to γ 0,Σ is (κ −1 , κ)-regular.
Proof. The transport map from γ 0,Σ to γ 0,Σ is the map x → Σ −1/2 (Σ 1/2 Σ Σ 1/2 ) 1/2 Σ −1/2 x.
Throughout this proof, we write · = · op for simplicity. We have the trivial bound Σ −1/2 (Σ 1/2 Σ Σ 1/2 ) 1/2 Σ −1/2 Σ −1 Σ 1/2 Σ Σ 1/2 Σ −1 .
Moreover Σ −1 λ −1 min and Σ 1/2 Σ Σ 1/2 λ 2 max , so that the smoothness is bounded by Σ −1/2 (Σ 1/2 Σ Σ 1/2 ) 1/2 Σ −1/2 λ max λ min .
We can take advantage of the fact that Σ, Σ are interchangeable and infer that the strong convexity parameter of the transport map from Σ to Σ is the inverse of the smoothness parameter of the transport map from Σ to Σ. In other words, min 1 j D λ j Σ −1/2 (Σ 1/2 Σ Σ 1/2 ) 1/2 Σ −1/2 λ min λ max .
This concludes the proof.
Theorem 6 readily yields the following variance inequality.
Theorem 17. Fix ζ > 0 and assume that Q is ζ-regular. Then Q has a unique barycenterb and it satisfes a variance inequality with constant C var = ζ, that is, for any b ∈ P 2,ac (R d ),
B.6 Generalized geodesic convexity of ln · L ∞ Lemma 18. Identify measures ρ ∈ P 2,ac (R D ) with their densities, and let the · L ∞ norm denote the L ∞ -norm (essential supremum) w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure on R D . Then, for any b, µ 0 , µ 1 ∈ P 2,ac (R D ), any s ∈ [0, 1], and almost every x ∈ R D , it holds that ln µ b s ∇ϕ b→µ b s (x) (1 − s) ln µ 0 ∇ϕ b→µ 0 (x) + s ln µ 1 ∇ϕ b→µ 1 (x) .
In particular, taking the essential supremum over x on both sides, we deduce that the functional P 2,ac (R D ) → (−∞, ∞] given by ρ → ln · L ∞ is convex along generalized geodesics.
Proof. Let ρ := [(1 − s)T b→µ + sT b→ν ] # b be a point on the generalized geodesic with base b connecting µ to ν. Let ϕ b→µ , ϕ b→ν be the convex potentials whose gradients are T b→µ and T b→ν respectively. Then, for almost all x ∈ R D , the Monge-Ampère equation applied to the pairs (b, µ), (b, ν), and (b, ρ) respectively, yields
Here, D 2 A ϕ denotes the Hessian of ϕ in the Alexandrov sense; see [Vil03, Theorem 4.8] . It yields the result.
B.7 A PL inequality on the Bures-Wasserstein manifold
Theorem 19. Fix ζ ∈ (0, 1], and let Q be a ζ-regular distribution. Then, the barycenter functional G satisfies the PL inequality with constant C PL = ζ 2 /4 uniformly at all b ∈ S ζ :
Proof. For any γ 0,Σ ∈ S ζ , the eigenvalues of Σ are in [ζ, 1]. Let (b s ) s∈[0,1] be the constant-speed geodesic betweenb 0 := b := γ 0,Σ andb 1 :=b := γ 0,Σ . Combining Lemma 8 (with an additional use of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality) and Theorem 17, we get , whereM = Σ −1/2 (Σ 1/2 SΣ 1/2 ) 1/2 Σ −1/2 dQ(γ 0,S ).
